Celebrity International Movers Recognized at Top Industry Conference
Hundreds of International Delegates Participated in the 62nd Annual FIDI Conference in Athens
27 May 2013 (Athens, Greece) – Greece’s top global moving and relocation company, Celebrity
International Movers S.A., was recognized at an international industry moving conference which
took place in Athens. Celebrity is one of the few Greek companies that has been a long
standing member of FIDI, Fédération Internationale des Déménageurs Internationaux, which is
the largest global alliance of independent quality international removal and relocation
companies.
Industry Quality in Greece
More than 600 international delegates attended the 62nd annual conference held this year at the
Divani Apollon Resort in Vouliagmeni. FIDI members all must pass the most stringent quality
program in the industry to be FIDI FAIM certified. Celebrity earned an ever higher distinction,
FAIM PLUS, in 1997 from Ernst and Young in Belgium after it passed the 200 defined quality
requirements that targeted around operations and customer service.
“The conference proved to be a great success helping us to strengthen industry relationships
and make new ones,” said Kathy Chrisovergis, managing director of Celebrity International
Movers, S.A. “Even though times are tough in Greece, there is a need for top quality services
and our worldwide partners need to guarantee that kind of service when they relocate their
clients to Greece.”
Showcasing Greece
To showcase the beauty of Greece and Greece’s famous hospitality, Celebrity co-hosted a
Mediterranean Night Event with several other FIDI Mediterranean country delegate companies.
Celebrity also hosted its own event called “A Mythical Greek Night of Sea and Stars” in
Microlimano, Piraeus to welcome their long standing agents.
The company also helped organize a scenic 50 km bike ride along the sea road to Cape Sounion.
The event finished with a tour of the ancient Temple of Poseidon.
“The conference was also an opportunity to showcase Athens and Greece to our international
colleagues and partners,” added Chrisovergis. “They were truly impressed by Greece’s beauty
and culture with the intention to return again. That’s great for our industry and for tourism in
Greece.”
About Celebrity International Movers S.A.:
Based in Athens, Greece, Celebrity International Movers offers complete first class door-to-door
international removals including packing, warehousing, shipping, customs, insurance to delivery

and unpacking. Celebrity also specializes in global, local, island and office moves, fine art
removals, exhibitions, archive storage, pet moves, ship spares and complete relocation services.
Founded in 1986, Celebrity continues to meet all of the toughest standards in the moving
industry with sustaining clientele from international companies, governmental bodies,
embassies as well as families and individuals.
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